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BAR BRIEFS
OPINION NO. 29
OF THE ETHICS COMMITTEE OF THE COLORADO

BAR ASSOCIATION ADOPTED JANUARY 18, 1964
SYLLABUS

A lawyer who represents a financial institution may not permit
his client systematically to refer its customers to him for legal services the customers may require personally in connection with loans
in which the financial institution is involved. Furthermore,
the lawyer may not represent, in addition to the financial institution, the seller, buyer, or borrower, unless he has the express consent of such parties given after a full disclosure of the facts.
FACTS

A lawyer represents a financial institution engaged in making
residential loans. Home owners and purchasers who apply for loans
are directed by the financial institution to its lawyer, who then prepares the contract of sale between the parties. Later, for the closing,
this lawyer prepares the deed, the note and deed of trust, and any
second mortgage papers. He also examines the abstract and performs necessary title remedial work. The seller is charged by the
lawyer for the deed, the remedial work, and one-half of the fee for
the contract and the closing. The buyer is charged for the abstract
examination, the note and deed of trust to the lending institution,
any second mortgage papers, and one-half of the fee for the contract
and closing.
Is the lawyer in violation of the Canons of Professional Ethics?
OPINION

In the opinion of the Committee, the lawyer may be in violation
of Canon 27 (solicitation of professional employment), Canon 35
(intervention of lay intermediary), and Canon 6 (representation of
conflicting interests).
The lawyer is in violation of Canon 27 if the financial institution, with his knowledge and consent, systematically refers its cugtomers to him for such legal services as the customers may require
personally in connection with loans in which the financial institution is involved. The lender is utilizing the services of its own
lawyer in the preparation of the loan statement and the note and
deed of trust to which it is a party. The other documents, while
necessary to the loan, are instruments to which the lender is not a
party and which should be drawn by the parties' own attorneys.
The lender's lawyer, in systematically accepting this employment
and charging the parties therefore, is guilty of the solicitation of
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professional employment, through touters in violation of Canon 27.
The lawyer should request his client not to refer customers to him
unless they have no attorney of their own and unless they ask the
lender to recommend counsel. Even in these circumstances, the customers should be apprised by the lender of the other local counsel
available for such services, in addition to the lender's lawyer.
If the lawyer permits the systematic referral to him of the
lender's customers, he is also in violation of Canon 35, because of
the intervention of the lay intermediary between himself and the
parties to the transaction. It is obvious that if the parties do not
freely select the lawyer, but instead are routinely referred to him,
he has allowed his lay client to intervene between himself and the
parties whose rights and liabilities are affected by the performance
of his services. The lawyer's relation to these parties becomes impersonal and his responsibility, rather than being direct to them, is
to the lender to whom he owes his primary allegiance.
Finally, the lawyer violates Canon 6 unless he obtains the express consent of all parties whom he represents after a full disclosure of the facts. The interests of the lender may conflict with
the interests of the buyer and seller and the interests of the buyer
and seller may conflict with each other. If the lender's lawyer also
represents either the buyer or seller or both, he must have their
consent to do so. The lawyer is "representing" these parties if he
prepares documents affecting their rights and liabilities for a fee
as in the instant case.
The above conclusions apply whether the loan involved is a
residential loan or other type of real estate loan.
The Committee has relied in part upon its prior Opinion No. 12,
adopted March 12, 1960, Opinion No. 17, adopted January 20, 1961,
and Opinion No. 24, adopted July 20, 1962.
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